
✔✔ Easy to apply - spray on directly from the can, no contamination of the primer in its container

✔✔ Secure bonds: penetrates deep and strengthens dusty subsurfaces or subsurfaces with insufficient   
 load-bearing capacity

✔✔ Saves time: adhesive tapes can be stuck to absorbent subsurfaces with no drying time

✔✔ Flexible use: use on dry and slightly moist subsurfaces

✔✔ At any time of the year: can also be applied during frosty conditions

Sprayable primer

Wash primer for wood, wood-fibre boards, masonry, roofs, walls and ground slabs for subsequent adhesion 

with pro clima adhesive tapes such as TESCON VANA, TESCON PROFECT and the EXTOSEAL range.

Advantages
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The information provided here is based on practical experience and the current state of knowledge. We reserve the right to make changes to the

recommendations given or to make alterations due to technical developments and associated improvements in the quality of our products. We

would be happy to inform you of the current technical state of the art at the time you use our products.

For Stockists contact:

Ireland:  046 9432104,  046 9432435  

UK:  01228 711511,  01228 712280

info@ecologicalbuildingsystems.com

Further information about application
and construction is given in the pro clima
planning documentation and application
recommendations.
(Please also note the recommendations of the currently 
valid version of the pro clima application matrix.)
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bauökologische Produkte GmbH

Rheintalstraße 35 - 43 

D-68723 Schwetzingen

Fon: +49 (0) 62 02 - 27 82.0

eMail: info@proclima.info

Application Guide

Technical data

Forms of delivery

Sprayable primer Substance

Material Synthetic rubber

Attribute Value

Colour translucent

Application temperature 23 °F to 104 °F ; -5 °C to +40 °C

Temperature resistance permanent 23 °F to ~195 °F, short-term up to 212 °F (1 h); °C: -5 to ~90; 100)

Storage protect from frost, cool and dry
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Preparing the subsurface

Brush off or wipe down the subsurface, if necessary.

Preparing the can of primer

Shake the can vigorously for at least 20 seconds.

Applying the primer

Spray TESCON SPRIMER from a distance of approx. 20 cm 

to the surface to form a seamless coating.

Turning the jet direction

The spray jet can be adjusted in the vertical or horizon-

tal directions to suit the application situation.

Sticking

The pro clima adhesive tapes TESCON or CONTEGA, for 

example, can be stuck onto surfaces treated with primer 

without any waiting period. 

Final adhesive strength

The adhesive joint achieves its high final level of trength 

once the primer has dried fully.

Art. no. GTIN Content Adhesive tape width Coverage PU PU/pallet

1AR01114 4026639211149 13.5 oz (400 ml) 2 3/8“ (60 mm) ~22 yd (20 m) 12 84

3“ (75 mm) ~18.5 yd (17 m)

6“ (150 mm) ~10 yd (9 m)

1AR01050 4026639210500 25.4 oz (750 ml) 2 3/8“ (60 mm) ~41 yd (38 m) 6 56

3“ (75 mm) ~34 yd (31 m)

6“ (150 mm) ~18.5 yd (17 m)
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